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FITTING INSTRUCTIONS  
LOCKABLE BRACKETS TO SUIT SWITCHES: 

LS11003 LS13007 LS13008 LS13009 LS13010 

Installation 

 If switch to be supplied, mount as near to the battery as possible, allowing for access for a padlock to the 

bracket. 

 The measurement from the centre hole (23 mm) to the boltholes is 100 mm or 120mm to overall outside 

centres. 

 Drill holes and offer switch up. 

 Mount vertically. 

 Clean surfaces front and back of switch position. 

 Silicone seal both surfaces to prevent water running down between switch/panel and locking 

bracket/panel areas. 

 Offer the locking bracket up to the switch and engage the plunger into the switch by turning the handle 

on. 

 Ensure handle is located correct way round; long part of handle at the top. 

 Turn body of bracket to align lug into centre of handle, secure with bolts. 

 Depending on panel thickness the handle may be able to rotate 360 deg when in off position, this is okay. 

 Turn handle to lug with hole in to apply padlock. 

 Push in and turn to switch on. 

 If the LED is to be fitted, provide permanent fused positive feed to the red-sheathed wire, and connect 

the black to the switched side of the master switch. 

 It must turn off when isolated. 

 Vibration, water and dust are the main reason for unit failure; avoid placing unit in extreme exposure to 

these. 

 Connect battery cables and check operation of unit. 

 Red use for battery (-01) and yellow for starter (-02). 

Important Notes 

 When installed this bracket will only be able to be locked in the off position. 

 Once installed, always ensure isolation is effective before commencing work. 

 Manufactured mainly from stainless steel. 

 


